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ABSTRACT
The A1�(v = 0) level of 12C18O has been reinvestigated using three different high-resolution spectro-
scopic methods: (1) 2 + 1′ resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionisation of the A1� − X1�+(0, 0) band
using narrowband lasers in a Doppler-free geometry; (2) Fourier-transform emission spectroscopy in
the visible range probing the B1�+ − A1�(0, 0) band in a discharge; (3) Fourier-transform absorption
spectroscopy in the vacuum-ultraviolet range measuring the A1� − X1�+(0, 0) and B1�+ − X1�+(0,
0) bands at multiple temperatures ranging from 90 to 900 K. An effective-Hamiltonian analysis of
A1�, v = 0 levels was performed up to J = 44 which quantitatively addresses perturbations by the
e 3�−(v = 1), d3�(v = 4), a′3�+(v = 9), D 1�(v = 0), and I 1�−(v = 0, 1) levels.

1. Introduction

Spectroscopy of the carbon monoxide molecule and,
in particular, its pronounced 4th-positive or A1� −
X1�+system has been investigated repeatedly since the
1920s, beginning with Birge [1] and Herzberg [2]. It
is a benchmark system for analysing perturbations in
diatomic molecules. A comprehensive theoretical frame-
work for such analysis of perturbations in the A1� state
was developed by Field et al. [3,4]. The A1� state of
the specific 12C18O isotopomer has been investigated via
emission spectroscopy of the B1�+ → A1� Ångström
bands [5,6], the C1�+ → A1� Herzberg bands [7],
and the E1� → A1� Kȩpa–Rytel system [8,9], and in
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absorption via the A1� ← X1�+ system using vacuum-
ultraviolet (VUV) absorption [10–12]. These experi-
ments reveal multiple non-Born–Oppenheimer interac-
tions of the A1� state with several other states, which
do not themselves readily appear in experimental spectra:
d3�, e 3�−, a′3�+, D 1�, and I 1�−. Previously, Beaty et
al. [12] used their high-resolution A1� → X1�+ emis-
sion spectra to model the interaction of the A1�(v = 0
− 9) levels with these states and deduced deperturbed
molecular constants. VUV-laser excitation studies on the
A1� →X1�+ system for 12C18Ohave been performed as
well [13,14].

Other spectroscopic studies involving 12C18O have
focused on the B1�+ − X1�+ system [15], on transition
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oscillator strengths [16,17], and on the measurement of
lifetimes [18,19]. The spectroscopy of the 12C18O ground
state has been studied to high accuracy inmicrowave [e.g.
20,21] and far infrared (FIR) experiments [e.g. 22]. A
comprehensive analysis was made by Coxon and Haji-
georgiou [23] leading to a very accurate model for the
ground-state in CO isotopologues expressed in terms of
molecular parameters.

The present investigation is one of a series analysing
perturbations in low-v levels of the A1� state in detail
for various isotopologues. These studies have provided
a highly accurate description of the level energies and
the corresponding perturbations of the A1� state in the
12C16O main isotopologue [24–27], and in the 13C16O
[28], 12C17O [29] and 13C17O [30] isotopologues. One
goal of this work is to quantify the electronic isotope shifts
in the A1� state and determine whether it shows anoma-
lous behaviour in common with observations of the a 3�

state [31,32]. The new spectroscopic measurements of
A1�(v = 0) state presented here are necessary to obtain
the precision required to probe this effect.

The general methodology of this work is similar to our
recent studies of other CO isotopologues [28–30]. Three
spectroscopic techniques are employed: Doppler-free
two-photon laser spectroscopy of the A1� − X1�+(0,
0) band, Fourier-transform emission spectroscopy in the
visible range on the B1�+ −A1�(0, 0) band, and Fourier-
transform absorption spectroscopy in the VUV range
on the A1� − X1�+(0, 0) and B1�+ − X1�+(0, 0)
bands. The first technique provides transition frequencies
with ultrahigh accuracy and the latter two provide high-
resolution broadbandmeasurements. These independent
measurements of the level energy separations for all com-
binations of X1�+(v = 0), A1�(v = 0), and B1�+(v = 0)
levels provide a check on the absolute frequency uncer-
tainties estimated for each experiment.

Based on this variety of complementary spectroscopic
experiments, accurate level energies are determined for
the rotational levels of A1�(v = 0) and B1�+(v = 0) and
some levels in the perturbing d3�(v = 4), e 3�−(v = 1)
and a′3�+(v = 9) states. None of the latter states sup-
port allowed transitions in our spectra due to spin and
orbital angular momentum selection rules, but appear
due to their spin–orbit and rotational–electronic (L-
uncoupling) interactions with A1�(v = 0). An effective
Hamiltonian is used to model the level structures and to
determine deperturbed molecular constants for each of
the states.Mutual interactions, as well as interactionswith
somemore remote levels are included in the Hamiltonian
matrix, leading to an accurate reproduction of the mea-
sured level energies to within experimental accuracy.

Hereafter, we abbreviate vibrational levels and transi-
tions, for example, A1�(v = 0) and B1�+−X1�+(v′ =

0, v′′ = 0) to A(0) and B−A(0, 0). Rotational branches
for transitions involving triplet states are labelled in the
tables, presented in this paper, as, e.g. Q21fe, indicating a
�J= 0 transition with an upper-state f-symmetry F2 level
and lower-state e-symmetry F1 level. The important cases
are the d3� and e 3�− states for which the F1, F2, and F3
rotational stacks correspond toHund’s case (a) levels with
J = N − 1, N, and N + 1, respectively. There exist e- and
f-symmetry versions of all Fi levels of d3�whereas e 3�−

is restricted to the pairs (F1, e), (F2, f) and (F3, e).

2. 2 + 1′ REMPI laser spectroscopy

2.1. Experimental details

A narrowband tunable pulsed dye amplifier laser sys-
tem at LaserLaB Amsterdam [33] was used in a molec-
ular beam study. Doppler-free spectra of the A-X(0,0)
band of 12C18Owere recorded using counter-propagating
laser beams of ultraviolet (UV) radiation perpendicularly
crossing a molecular beam of 18O isotopically enriched
carbon monoxide (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9% 12C and 95%
18O). The excited molecules were ionised by a second
pulse-time-delayed laser at 202 nm, forming a 2 + 1′

resonance enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI)
process. Signal detection was established by monitoring
30 amu ions in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. An
accurate frequency calibration was performed by simul-
taneously measuring a saturated absorption spectrum of
molecular iodine with reference to pre-calibrated I2 res-
onances [34] and a stabilised etalon, as was done in pre-
vious experiments with other CO isotopologues [26,27].
The measured transition frequencies of the two-photon
resonances were corrected for frequency chirp effects
in the pulsed dye amplifier [26,33,35] and extrapolated
to zero intensity to correct for AC Stark effects [25].
These procedures yielded two-photon transition frequen-
cies with an accuracy of 0.001 cm−1, which corresponds
to 30 MHz. This error estimate is composed of contribu-
tions from frequency chirp, absolute frequency calibra-
tion, and the AC-Stark extrapolation, in order of impor-
tance.

2.2. Results

Figure 1 shows a recording of the R(2) two-photon tran-
sition in the A−X(0, 0) band of 12C18O. The I2 saturation
spectrum used for absolute calibration and the transmis-
sion intensity from the stabilised etalon are also shown.
The latter exhibits a low finesse at the wavelength of the
fundamental, λ = 617 nm, but after fitting a sine function
through themarkers this does not contribute significantly
to the calibration uncertainty. In the 12C18O molecular
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Figure . Recording of the R() two-photon transition in the A�
− X�+(, ) band of CO measured by  + ′ REMPI (red points
and fitted black curve). The lower blue and black lines represent
etalon markers and the saturated absorption spectrum of I used
for frequency interpolation and calibration. The asterisk indicates
the a (,) hyperfine component of the B-X (,) R() iodine line
at  .  cm− [] that was used for calibration.

beam expansion only the lowest J-values can be probed
due to rotational cooling. Accurate transition frequencies
were measured for 10 lines in the two-photon spectrum
and their results are listed in Table 1.

After the laser spectroscopic measurements on
12C18O, a separate measurement was performed to
correct for the chirp phenomenon [26]. Typical values
for the chirp-induced shift were −18(5) MHz at the fun-
damental frequency. Even after quantitative assessment
of this contribution to the systematic frequency shift
it remains the major source of uncertainty in the error
budget for frequencies listed in Table 1.

Table . Rotational transition frequencies, νobs, the deviations
between observed values and calculated values from a fit to the
entire data set involving all laser, FT-emission and FT-absorption
lines �obs.-calc., and AC-Stark slope coefficient, CAC, of A� −
X�+(, ) in CO as measured in the  + ′ REMPI laser
experiment.

Line νobs �obs.-calc. CAC

P() ,. () −. .
P() ,. () 0.0001 .
P() ,. () −. .
Q() ,. () 0.0006
Q() ,. () − . .
Q() ,. () − .
R() ,. () − . .
R() ,. () 0.0019 .
S() ,. () − . .
S() ,. () − . .

Units of cm− and σ uncertainties given in parentheses in units of the
least-significant digit)

Units of MHz/(MW/cm).

Figure . AC-Stark-plots for four transitions measured by two-
photon Doppler-free spectroscopy in the A� − X�+(, ) band
of CO.

The transition frequencies of all lines were measured
under various intensities of the laser field, providing
information for making AC-Stark plots. These are shown
in Figure 2 for four lines plotted against an absolute scale
of laser intensity in the focal region. The uncertainty of
the absolute intensity value may be as large as 25%, the
relative intensities are accurate within 10%, allowing for
an extrapolation to zero intensity to obtain an AC-Stark-
free transition frequency. The values listed in Table 1
include such an extrapolation. AnAC-Stark slope param-
eterCAC was also determined for most lines, representing
the proportionality between the laser intensity in units
of MW/cm2 and the AC-Stark induced line shift. For the
Q(1) and Q(3) lines only indicative values for the slopes
were measured. On average a value of CAC = 0.41 (10)
is found for the two-photon lines in the A−X(0, 0) band
of 12C18O. This value falls within a factor of two of that
found in an early high-power study of the AC-Stark effect
in CO [36]. Results on dynamic polarisabilities may pro-
vide information on the structure and internal dynam-
ics in molecules, but will not be discussed further in this
paper, which focuses on high resolution spectra and per-
turbations in the excited state.

3. Fourier-transform emission in the visible
range (VIS-FT)

3.1. Experimental details

Visible (VIS) wavelength emission spectra of 12C18Owere
recorded at theUniversity of Rzeszówusing an air-cooled,
carbon hollow-cathode (HC) lamp operated at 780 V,
54 mA dc. The lamp was filled with a static mixture of
18O2 and 16O2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 98.1% 18O2) at a pres-
sure of 3 mbar. During the discharge process, the O2
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molecules react with the 12C atoms ejected from the car-
bon filler placed inside the cathode, thus forming 12C18O
and 12C16O molecules in the gas phase, in sufficient
amounts to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 70: 1
for the 12C18O spectrum. For the current experiment, we
used an improved version of the HC lamp with respect
to previous investigations [37,38]. A higher temperature
dc-plasma (up to 900 K) was obtained at the centre of
the cathode and allowed for observations of B−A(0, 0)
rotational transitions with J as high as 40. The associated
line-broadening increased by only 0.02 cm−1 relative to
previous studies [39,40], in which a dc-plasma tempera-
ture of about 650 K was used.

The discharge glow was focused by a plano-convex
quartz lens onto the entrance aperture (1.0 mm diam-
eter) of a 1.71 m Fourier-transform (FT) spectrometer
[28,30]. A recent modification of this spectrometer sig-
nificantly reduced the reflection of the HeNe laser beam,
used for calibration and control of the position of a mov-
able retroreflecting mirror, from optical elements in the
interferometer and detector compartments, and notice-
ably improved its sensitivity in the VIS andUV regions. A
visible-wavelength quartz beamsplitter and a photomul-
tiplier tube running in integration mode were used to
record the 12C18O B−A(0, 0) spectrum between 22,100
and 22,900 cm−1. The spectrometer was operated under
vacuum conditions (pressure below 0.003 mbar). Emis-
sion spectra were accumulated over 128 scans to obtain
the desired SNR with a spectral resolution of 0.018 cm−1.
Under these settings the observed widths of 12C18O lines
did not depend on the spectrometer resolution, but were
limited by theDoppler broadening, yielding linewidths of
0.1 cm−1. The molecular gas composition used to obtain
the spectrum was 12C18O: 12C16O = 1:0.1.

The spectrum was frequency calibrated using the
633 nm line of an internal frequency-stabilised HeNe
laser. The central positions of emission lines were mea-
sured by fitting Voigt lineshape functions to the experi-
mental spectrum using a least-squares fitting procedure.
The estimated absolute calibration uncertainty (1σ ) is
0.003 cm−1. The fitting uncertainty of the line frequency
measurements is estimated to be 0.003 cm−1 for sin-
gle medium-strength lines and 0.01–0.02 cm−1 for weak
and/or blended ones.

3.2. Results

An overview of the wavelength region studied in VIS-
emission (437–452 nm), together with rotational assign-
ments and a simulated spectrum, is shown in Figure 3. In
this spectrum some 12C18O B−A (0, 0) lines are blended

Table . Transition frequencies of the CO B�+ − A� (, )
band obtained in the VIS-FTS experiment.

J′′ R Q P

 ,. wb ,. wb ,. b

 ,. wb ,. b ,. b

 ,. ,. b ,.
 ,. wb ,. b ,. b

 ,. ,. b ,. b

 ,. ,. b ,. b

 ,. ,. b ,. b

 ,. ,. b ,.
 ,. ,. b ,.
 ,. ,. ,. b

 ,. * ,. ,. b

 ,. b ,. * ,. b

 ,. * ,. ,. *

 ,. ,. * ,.
 ,. ,. ,. *

 ,. ,. ,. b

 ,. b ,. ,. b

 ,. ,. ,.
 ,. ,. ,.
 ,. ,. ,.
 ,. ,. ,.
 ,. ,. ,. b

 ,. * ,. ,.
 ,. ,. * ,.
 ,. ,. ,. *

 ,. ,. ,.
 ,. b ,. ,.
 ,. * ,. b ,.
 ,. wb ,. * ,.
 ,. wb ,. ,. b*

 ,. wb ,. ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. ,. wb

 ,. wb* ,. ,. b

 ,. wb ,. * ,. w

 ,. wb ,. ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. wb ,. bs

 ,. wb ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. wb

In units of cm−. Lines marked withw and/or b are weak and/or blended.
For lines marked by an asterisk (*) a small perturbation in the B�+(v=
) excited state was found. The instrumental resolution was . cm−.
The estimated absolute calibration uncertainty (σ ) is . cm−. The
absolute accuracy of the line frequency measurements are estimated to
be .− . cm− depending on line strength and blending.

with 12C16O B−A (0, 0) as well as with lines from B−A
(1, 1) bands of 12C18O and 12C16O. This contamination
was taken into consideration during the analysis of the
spectral lines in the 12C18O B−A (0, 0) band. In total,
we assigned and analysed 168molecular emission lines of
12C18O, amongwhich 119 belong to B−A (0, 0) band, and
49 to the so-called ‘extra lines” associated with the B1�+

− e3�−(0, 1), B1�+ − d3�(0, 4) and B1�+ − a′3�+(0,
9) transitions terminating on perturber states and gaining
intensity from mixing with the A1� state. Wavenumbers
of the 12C18O B−A (0, 0) band are listed in Table 2 and
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Figure . High resolution emission spectrum with rotational assignments of the CO B�+ − A� (, ), B�+ − e�− (, ), B�+ −
d� (, ), and B�+ − a′�+ (, ) bands recorded with the VIS-FT spectrometer. Upper trace: experimental spectrum; Lower trace:
simulation of CO B�+ − A� (, ) obtained with the Pgopher software []. Lines indicated by red labels represent J-values with the
strongest perturbations.

transition frequencies of the extra lines are presented in
Table 3.

4. Fourier-transform absorption in the vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV-FT)

The Fourier-transform (FT) vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
spectrometer on the DESIRS beamline at the SOLEIL
synchrotron was used to record spectra of the A−X(0, 0)
and B−X(0, 0) bands of 12C18O. Its operation and per-
formance have already been described in detail [42,43] as

well as its application for the measurement of CO spectra
[24,27,44].

4.1. A1� ← X1�+(0, 0)

Figure 4 shows three absorption spectra of A−X(0,
0) recorded with successively greater sample
temperatures and column densities. The quasi-static
CO gas was outflowing from a windowless cell under
three different temperature regimes: liquid-nitrogen
cooled (90 K), room temperature (300 K) and a heated
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Table . Spin-forbidden lines appearing in the VIS-FT absorption spectra.

J′′ sRee
rQef

qPee
rRee

qQef
pPee

qRee
pQef

oPee

B1�+ − e3�− (,)
 ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. wb ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. ,. ,.
 ,. wb ,. b ,. b

 ,. wb ,. ,. wb

 ,. ,. wb

 ,. b ,. wb

 ,. * ,. wb ,. wb

 ,. w ,. wb* ,. b*

 ,. ,.
 ,. wb ,. b*

 ,. wb ,. b

 ,. wb


B1�+ − d3� (,)

 ,. wb* ,. ,. wb

...
 ,. wb ,. ,. wb

...
 ,. wb ,.
 ,. wb ,. w ,. b

B1�+ − a′3�+ (,)
 ,. wb*

 ,. wb

All transition frequencies are in cm−. Lines marked withw and/or b are weak and/or blended. Lines marked with an asterisk (*) indicate a small perturbation in
the B�+(v= ) excited state. The branch-label subscripts e and f indicate the upper-state/lower-state symmetry and superscripts o, p, q, r and s denote
change in the total angular momentum excluding spin.

cell (900 K) [45]. Doppler-broadening of the observed
spectral lines increases at higher temperatures and limits
the accuracy of line-center measurements. The advan-
tage of high-temperature spectra is that more rotational
states can be probed, in the present study up to J =
41. Analysis of the combined spectra permitted precise
frequency measurements for strong A−X(0, 0) lines and
much-weaker forbidden transitions. Lines arising from
the A−X(1, 1) hot band are also evident in Figure 4(c)
between 63,800 and 64,130 cm−1.

The integrated cross sections of all lines were opti-
mised to best fit the 900 K spectrum after application of
the Beer–Lambert law to their Doppler broadened sum-
mation. This required consideration of the sinc-shaped
instrumental broadening of the VUV-FT instrument,
with a full-width half-maximum of 0.27 cm−1 (a higher
spectral resolution, 0.07 cm−1, was adopted while record-
ing 90 and 300 K spectra). To improve the fitting of
blended lines, the spectra were analysed while assuming
combination differences of P- and R-branch transitions
fixed to known ground state term values [23]. Also, no
perturbers of A(0) have dipole-allowed transitions to the
ground state and we assumed no intensity-interference
effects afflicting A−X(0, 0) P- and R-branch lines with
common J′, whichmight otherwise arise from themixing

of parallel and perpendicular transition moments [46].
Under this assumption, the relative strengths of P(J′ + 1)
and R(J′ − 1) lines are then given by the ratio of their
Hönl–London factors and a Boltzmann distribution of
ground state J′′ level populations [47,48].

Linearity of the FT frequency scale is intrinsi-
cally reliable, being dictated by the macroscopic
interferometrically controlled stepping of a mirror in
the wave-front-division interferometer. An absolute
frequency calibration of the A−X(0, 0) spectrum was
obtained by comparison with our two-photon absorption
laser-based measurements of low-J A1� − X1�+ lines,
described in Section 2. This required consideration of the
parity of excited levels probed in one- and two-photon
absorption because of significant �-doubling of the A1�

state. The estimated accuracy of this absolute calibration
is 0.0015 cm−1. The final list includes 126 rotational
transitions of A−X(0, 0), and 73 spin-forbidden lines
associated with the e3�− − X1�+(1,0) and d3� −
X1�+(4,0) bands. All measured frequencies are listed in
Tables 4 and 5.

In the zero-order model, only the A−X(0, 0) band
provides any oscillator strength and has a J′/J′′-
independent band f-value when dividing by the Hönl–
London factors for a 1� − 1�+ transition [47,48]. After
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Figure . Spectra of the A−X(, ) band, and perturbing e�− − X�+(,) and d� − X�+(,) bands, recorded with the VUV-FT
spectrometer at the SOLEIL synchrotron for three different sample temperatures, T=  K, T=  K and T=  K, as indicated.

level mixing is considered, some transitions to d(4) and
e(1) levels borrow intensity by mixing with nearby A(0)
levels.

The integrated cross sections of A−X(0, 0) lines were
converted into band f-values by factorising their ground
state populations and Hönl–London transition factors
and are shown in Figure 5. Band f-values will be J′

independent in the absence of perturbations, whereas
A−X(0, 0) shows locally reduced f-values due to inten-
sity borrowing by levels of d3� − X1�+(4,0) and e3�−

− X1�+(1,0). The integrated cross sections of extra
lines of d3� − X1�+(4,0) and e3�− − X1�+(1,0) were
converted into band f-values assuming Hönl–London
factors for a 1� − 1�+ transition and are also shown in
Figure 5. The summation of transitions to all interacting
levels is J′ independent and represents the unperturbed
A−X(0, 0) band f-value. For P/R branch transitions con-
nected to e-symmetry excited levels J′ = 7 and 14 the
admixture of A(0) into the F3 component of e(1) is nearly

50%, indicated by the equal sharing of intensity. The
f-symmetry J′ = 10 levels of A(0) and e(1) are similarly
affected.

4.2. B1�+ ← X1�+(0, 0)

A spectrum of the B−X(0, 0) absorption band near
115 nm is shown in Figure 6, recorded with the FT-VUV
instrument set at a spectral resolution of 0.11 cm−1. A
list of experimental transition energies is given in Table
6. Transition energies measured from this spectrum were
combined with the VIS-FT spectrum of A−X(0, 0) to
arrive at absolute term values for A(0), which can be com-
pared with those derived from the REMPI laser experi-
ment. Additionally, the direct measurement of small per-
turbations in the B(0) energy levels, indicated with (*)
in Table 6, prevented these from being misinterpreted
in B−A(0, 0) spectra as arising from A(0). The nature
of levels interacting with B(0) interactions is beyond
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Table . Transition frequencies of A� − X�+(, ) from the
VUV-FT experiment.

J′′ R Q P

 ,.() – –
 ,.() ,.() –
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 – ,.() –
 ,.() ,.() –
 – ,.() –
 – ,.() –

In units of cm− and with σ fitting uncertainties given in parentheses in
units of the least-significant digit that are additional to a . cm−

systematic uncertainty.

the scope of the current work and will be subsequently
studied.

An absolute frequency calibration of the spectrum
containing B−X(0, 0) was made with respect to NIST
data for several lines of atomic Kr, Xe and H2 con-
taminating the spectrum. These lines were induced by
absorption upstream in the synchrotron beam line at
the location of the gas filter used for discriminating the
harmonics produced by the undulator [43]. Since these
lines are Doppler broadened under static gas conditions
there should be no shift of their centre frequencies. Lines
of 12C18O itself, previously measured in several high-
resolution laser-based experiments [18,19,49] concern-
ing B−X(0, 0) and other well-known transitions E1� −

Figure . Intensity sharing between A� − X�+(, ) and over-
lapping bands. Band f-values for all transitions were calculated
assuming the Hönl-London factors for a � − �+ transition.
Points / error bars: experimental data (circles: P/Q branches, trian-
gles: R branch). Lines: Results of the deperturbation model.

X1�+(1,0) and C1�+ − X1�+(1,0) were used for calibra-
tion as well. The estimated accuracy of this absolute cali-
bration is 0.02 cm−1.

5. Perturbation analysis

The CO A1� state, especially its v = 0 level, has one of
the more complicated rotational structures among low-
lying states of diatomic molecules due to the multiple
rotational-electronic (L-uncoupling) and spin–orbit per-
turbations that affect it. The spin–orbit interactions of
A(0) with the e 3�−(v= 1), d3�(v= 4) and a′3�+(v= 9)
levels, as well as electronic– rotational interactions with
D 1�(v= 0) and I 1�−(v= 0, 1) are responsible for these
irregularities.

The rotational term values of 12C18O A1�(v = 0) are
plotted in Figure 7 in reduced form. The crossing term
series of e 3�−(v = 1), d3�(v = 4), a′3�+(v = 9), and
D 1�(v = 0) are also indicated and are associated with
shifts of the A(0) energy levels. The strongest perturba-
tion of A(0) rotational structure is due to spin–orbit inter-
action with the e 3�−(v = 1) at low J and is associated
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Table . Spin-forbidden lines arising in the VUV-FT absorption spectra.

J′′ sRee
rQfe

qPee
rRee

qQfe
pPee

qRee
pQfe

oPee

e3�− − X1�+ (,)
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.()

d3� − X1�+ (,)
 ,.()
 ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()

In units of cm− and with σ fitting uncertainties given in parentheses in units of the least-significant digit that are additional to a . cm− systematic
uncertainty.

Figure . Photoabsorption spectrum of B�+ − X�+(, ) band with a sample temperature of  ±  K. The B−X(, ) band also
appears due to the higher temperature. The overall intensity slope is due to the continuum profile of the synchrotron beam. Also shown
is the residual difference of the experimental spectrum and its modelled profile. Residuals are plotted on the same scale as the spectrum.
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Table . Transition frequencies of B�+ − X�+(, ) in CO
from the VUV-FT experiment.

J′′ R P

 ,.() –
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.()* ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.()* ,.()*

 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()*

 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.()* ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()*

 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.()* ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()*

 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.()* ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()*

 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() ,.()
 ,.() –
 ,.() –

In units of cm− and with σ fitting uncertainties given in parentheses in
units of the least-significant digit that are additional to a . cm−

systematic uncertainty. Lines undergoing small perturbations in the
B�+ state are indicated with (*).

with a large splitting of e- and f-symmetry levels. An accu-
rate treatment of this interaction is essential for determin-
ing a deperturbed value for the A(0) term origin and its
mass dependence. All three spin substates of the d3�(v
= 4) level strongly perturb A(0) at mid-J. The F3 substate
induces the largest shifts because of the Hund’s case (a)
selection rule limiting the spin–orbit interaction of 1�

and 3� states to their 	 = 1 components, in this case

Figure . Reduced term values (in cm−) of the CO A� (v= )
level and the perturbing rovibronic levels.

the F3 level of the inverted d3�. Relaxation of this rule
by spin-rotational mixing then permits the further inter-
actions with F1 and F2 levels. The A(0)–a′(9) interaction
is weaker, with associated level shifts of∼0.5 cm−1 occur-
ring between J = 33 and 39.

When comparing the perturbations evident in Figure
7 with similar data and figures addressing other iso-
topologues (e.g. 12C16O [25,50], 13C16O [28,51], and
13C17O [30]) the crossings of A(0) with higher-v e(1),
d(4), a′(9) levels all occur at decreasing J with increasing
reduced-mass,μ, as is expected from the−√

μωe(v + 1
2 )

proportionality of first-order isotope shifts. Conversely,
the level crossings of A(0) and D(0) occur at higher J for
higher mass because of the smaller vibrational constant,
ωe, of D 1�.

To quantify the interaction energies and deper-
turbed molecular constants of all directly and indirectly
observed levels we employ the same methodology as Niu
et al. [25] andHakalla [30] applied to other isotopologues.
We used 476 transition frequencies obtained from the
laser, VIS-FT and VUV-FT studies of A−X(0, 0), B−A(0,
0) and B−X(0, 0) transitions and their satellite extra lines.
We computed level energies and transition frequencies
in a matrix diagonalisation of all interacting levels. The
effectiveHamiltonian used hasmatrix elements described
in Niu et al. (see Table 6 in [25]) and the deperturba-
tion was performed using the Pgopher software [41]. The
interpretation of the interaction parameters ξ and η was
also discussed in [25] and in [29]. The rotational struc-
ture of the ground state was fixed to the 12C18O con-
stants of Coxon and Hajigeorgiou [23] throughout the
analysis in the present paper and are listed in a footnote to
Table 7.

The different sets of experimental data have different
accuracies so we use relative weights to integrate them
into a single molecular-parameter fit. A relative weight
of 5 is assigned to data obtained from 2 + 1′ REMPI
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Table . Deperturbed molecular parameters of CO for the A() state and its perturbers, and B().a, b Perturbation parameters as dis-
cussed in Refs. [,].

Constant A�(v= ) A�(v= ) B�+(v= ) D �(v= ) I �−(v= ) I �−(v= )
(this work) Ref. []e (this work) (this work) (this work) (this work)

Tv .() .() .() .f .h .h

B .() .() .() .f .h .h

D×  .() .() .() .f .g .g

H×  − .() − .g .g .g

ξ .() .()
ξ theoret

c . − . .
δ
ξ
d . .

Constant e �−(v= ) e �−(v= ) d�(v= ) d�(v= ) a′�+(v= ) a′�+(v= )
(this work) Ref. []e (this work) Ref. []e (this work) Ref. []e

Tv(F) .() .() .() .() .()
Tv(F) .() .()
Tv(F) .()
B .() .() .j

A − .()
λ .() .() .() − .j

γ ×  − .() − j

D×  .h .j .j

H×  − .g − .g − .g

AD ×  − .j

η .() .()i − .() − .()i − .() − .()i

ηtheoret
c . . − . − . − . − .

δ
η
d . . . . . .

aAll values are in cm− except for relative errors which are given as percentages.
bMolecular constants fitted during the model optimisation have uncertainties indicated in parentheses (σ , in units of the least significant digit). All other
parameters were fixed during the fitting procedure. The CO fundamental ground state level, X(v= ), was fixed to the following constants determined by
Coxon and Hajigeorgiou []: Gv = ., Bv = ., Dv = .× −, Hv = .× −, Lv = − .× −,Mv = − .× −,
Nv = − .× −, and Ov = − .× − cm−.
cTheoretical rotation and spin-orbit interaction parameters calculated on the basis of isotopically-invariant scaling and calculation of vibrational overlap
integrals for CO.
dDifference between theoretical value, based on isotopic scaling, and the experimentally determined value in terms of a percentage: δη = (ηtheoret − η)/ηtheoret
× .
eWe only list the free parameters fitted in [].
fObtained by isotopic scaling values taken from [].
gObtained by isotopic scaling values taken from [].
hObtained by isotopic scaling values taken from [].
iRecalculated to the current definition of the spin-orbit parameter, η, using the relationship η = α × √

3.
jObtained by isotopic scaling values taken from [].

laser spectroscopy; 2 to isolated and strong lines in the
VIS-FTS spectrum, and 1–0.5 for weak and/or blended
transitions and 1 to isolated and strong lines in the the
VUV-FTS spectrum and 0.5–0.1 to weak and/or blended
transitions.

Fitted deperturbed molecular constants and interac-
tion parameters are given in Table 7with the same param-
eter definitions as in Niu et al. [25]. The root-mean-
square error (RMSE) of unweighted transition-frequency
residuals is 0.014 cm−1 after finalising the deperturba-
tion fit. This measure of the overall quality-of-fit of the
model to the experimental data is dominated by uncer-
tainty in the least accurate B1�+ −X1�+(0, 0) lines. This
demonstrates an overall high level of agreement between
the experimental and model frequencies. A correlation
matrix was calculated during the least-squares fitting pro-
cedure and checked to ensure satisfactorily low correla-
tion coefficients between the model parameters.

Figure 8 shows the residual error of the depertur-
bation model when compared with experimental fre-
quencies. Histograms for each data-set contributing to
the deperturbation fit have a width representative of the
random uncertainties for each experiment. As expected,
the laser-absorption REMPI frequencies are least scat-
tered; all values are within 0.003 cm−1 (see Table 1).
The greater scatter of VUV-FTS data in the A−X(0, 0)
region relative to B−X(0, 0) is due to a combination
of the somewhat better instrumental resolution adopted
for measurements of the latter and the greater number
of weak and overlapped lines present in the former. A
small +0.005 cm−1 bias of theVUV-FTSB−X(0, 0)model
residuals indicates a slight disagreement of the absolute
calibration of this experiment relative to the others with
a superior calibration to the REMPI laser experiment.
Actually, under optimal conditions the VUV-FTS exper-
iment is limited to an accuracy of 0.01 cm−1 [24], which
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Figure . Residual error of modelled line frequencies after deper-
turbation, shown separately for each experimental measurement.
The histograms consist of residuals for the main bands and all
observed extra lines.

is significantly larger than the systematic offset found
here.

Modelled energies for all bands and excited-state term
values are given as an online data archive. All bands and
levels are extrapolated to J = 60 but increasing errors
are expected for levels which are not well constrained by
the observed lines and crossings. There are also archived
experimental spectra and the Pgopher input file used to
perform our deperturbation.

The levelmixing deduced fromdeperturbing the inter-
action of A(0) and its perturbers also provides a means
to calculate the linestrength borrowed by extra lines that
appear in the experimental B→A and A←X spectra.
Modelled band f-values are compared with A←X(0, 0)
absorption f-values in Figure 5 and showgood agreement,
further validating the deperturbation model deduced
from level energies.

The careful absolute calibration of our laser-based
measurements with respect to the ground state energy
means that the value for the deperturbed A(0) Tv con-
stant can be determined at high accuracy. Least-squares
fitting of the deperturbation model returns a statistical
uncertainty of 0.0006 cm−1 for this parameter. However,
this statistical uncertainty is smaller than the 0.001 cm−1

absolute frequency uncertainty of our data (tied to the

REMPI-laser experiment) and we conclude that the esti-
mated uncertainty of T0 is 0.001 cm−1. We list all residual
differences of laser-measured and modelled frequencies
in Table 1 and these show agreement between 0.0001 and
0.003 cm−1.

A deperturbation analysis of 12C18O A(0) and per-
turbers was previously performed by Beaty et al. [12]
based on comprehensive emission spectra of A−X(0, 0)
and extra lines from perturbing states, with their deper-
turbed constants also listed in Table 7. A similar scale
of experimental information was used in that previ-
ous work but with frequency uncertainties of 0.05 cm−1

or more. Our new measurements, with uncertainties
between about 0.001 and 0.02 cm−1, enable the deter-
mination of more constants defining the A(0) and per-
turber levels than previously, and with better precision.
All comparable parameters show consistency between
this work and that of Beaty et al. [12], given their esti-
mated uncertainties, apart from the A(0) and d(4) term
origins and the ηA(0) ∼ d(4) interaction parameter. The
Tv discrepancies likely arise from correlation of this
parameter with high-order rotational constants and our
inclusion of an additional constant, H, relative to Beaty
et al. [12].

Some parameters in Table 7 are experimentally deter-
mined for the first time, for example, the ξ param-
eters that control the L-uncoupling matrix elements
〈A(0)|J+L−|D(0)〉 and 〈A(0)|J+L−|I(1)〉. We do not exper-
imentally observe spectral lines associated with D(0)
nor I(1) and their avoided crossings with A(0) occur
above our highest-observed J level. Fixed molecular con-
stants representing the D(0) and I(1) levels are nev-
ertheless included in our perturbation analysis by iso-
topically rescaling their electronic-state equilibrium con-
stants found in the literature [52–55]. TheD(0)–A(0) and
I(1)–A(0) interaction parameters then exhibit quantita-
tively well-defined values ξA(0) ∼ D(0) = 0.0229(48) cm−1

and ξA(0) ∼ I(1) = 0.0944(24) cm−1 when included in
the deperturbation optimisation. The ξA(0) ∼ D(0) param-
eter is consistent within its uncertainty with a value
calculated from the isotopically invariant rotational-
interaction parameter determined by Lefloch et al. [50]
(parameter b in their Table IV). A similar mass-scaling
calculation is described byHakalla [30]. The newly deter-
mined ξA(0) ∼ I(1) does not show such good agreement,
differing by 36% from its rescaled value. This may be due
to a poorer determination of this parameter in our deper-
turbation than suggested by its estimated uncertainty.
The crossing point of A(0) and I(1) rotational series in
12C18O occurs near J = 49 while the maximum J of our
experimentally constrained term values is significantly
lower J = 44, suggesting the possibility of some uncer-
tainty.
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The isotopologue-independent A1�∼a′3�+ pertur-
bation parameter has a typical magnitude for spin–orbit
interactions in CO [30], 84.02(10) cm−1, and the weak-
ness of the fitted A(0)– a′(9) interaction energy is then
due to a relatively small overlap of vibrational wavefunc-
tions. We calculate a normalised value for this matrix
element,

〈
vA(0)|va′(9)

〉 = 0.071 using the method of Refs.
[29,30] and find a value similar to other CO isotopo-
logues, e.g. 0.070 and 0.072 with respect to 12C17O and
13C17O.

6. Conclusion

Three different state-of-the-art techniques were
employed to gather transition frequencies of the A1� −
X1�+(0, 0), B1�+ − X1�+(0, 0), and B1�+ − A1�(0, 0)
bands in 12C18O with the highest resolution and accu-
racy obtained to date. The spectra show many extra lines
probing optically forbidden transitions to the d3�(4),
e 3�−(1), and a′3�+(9) levels, due to their interaction
with A1�(0) by spin-orbit and rotational-electronic
L-uncoupling. This spectroscopic data was included into
an effective Hamiltonian model of all observed levels and
their interactions.

Lines probing the d3�(4), e 3�−(1), and a′3�+(9)
triplet state perturbers were observed directly, while
interactions with the further remote perturber states
D 1�(0) and I 1�−(1)were found tomeasurably affect the
A(0) term values. As expected, the extents and strengths
of perturbations arising in A1�(0) in 12C18O level are
similar to the cases of 12C16O [25], 13C16O [28], and
13C17O [30].

The deperturbed term origin of A1�(v = 0) is found
with a precision of 0.001 cm−1. This term origin will
be compared with our past and future measurements in
other CO isotopologues to determine the precise magni-
tude of the A1� − X1�+(0, 0) electronic isotopic shift.
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